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it’s on
Why Canada Should Pay CloSe attention to the Global Clean enerGy tranSition
Something big is underway out there.
Buoyed by enabling public policy and a rising flood of investment, companies, countries, and
whole economies are steadily reducing their dependence on fossil fuels and embracing clean and
renewable energy.
Though carbon-based fuels will remain an important part of our energy system for decades to
come, for the first time in more than a century, multiple signs suggest that their dominance is
beginning to wane.
Don’t just take our word for it. In the past year, management-consulting firm McKinsey & Company
said that better and cleaner technologies are underpinning “a new industrial revolution.” Deutsche
Bank dramatically lifted its solar-industry demand forecast—predicting that a staggering 46
gigawatts of global solar power will come online this year. China is installing a new wind turbine
every hour. And Royal Dutch Shell, the largest oil company in the world by revenue, listed a litany of
reasons why business should love a price on carbon pollution.
We’re hearing similar language from the likes of President Obama and his cabinet. We’re hearing it
from China, the world’s largest clean-energy investor. And we’re hearing it from some of the world’s
most popular brands.
This shift won’t happen overnight. Some big players, like Australia, will slide backwards before
moving forward again. But the overall trend is inexorable progress, driven by innovation, an
increasing desire for energy independence, and a growing awareness of climate disruption.
This document flags a number of key investment, policy, and technology markers that define this
clean-energy shift. It pulls together threads from a wide variety of sources to demonstrate that
the clean-energy transition is no longer the domain of dreamers and early adopters. Instead, it’s
quickly becoming the new “business as usual.”
We pulled this report together because we believe Canada’s leaders need to take this shift to heart
and take steps to minimize the risks it presents for the country, while maximizing its opportunities.
We hope you find it useful, and welcome your feedback.

Merran Smith
Director, Clean Energy Canada
merran@cleanenergycanada.org
Cover: Technicians at Northland Power’s 100 MW Mont Louis wind farm in Québec’s Gaspésie region, summer 2011. Photo by Joan Sullivan.
This page: The Mueller neighbourhood is a pilot smart-grid community in the Pecan Street Research Project, in Austin, Texas.
Report Design: Patrick Connelly

maPPing the global clean energy transition
A Snapshot of Renewable Energy Goals and Investments
Last year, investors poured $207 billion into clean
energy deployment around the world. They’re
following the opportunities unlocked by governments
that seek to meaningfully address climate disruption,
retain competitiveness, and create opportunities.
Here, a tour of clean-energy investment hot spots.

toP Five countries For
renewable energy investment
in 2013 (billions)*
1. china [1]
$55
2. united states [2]
$36
3. JaPan [4]
$30
4. uk [6]
$12
5. germany [3]
$11

usa
$36 billion

canada
$6.5 billion

*Number in parentheses denotes country’s rank in 2012. All dollar
figures in this document are $USD unless otherwise noted.

global clean-energy investment, 2013:

$207 billion
global Fossil-Fuel Power generation
investment, 2013: $270 billion
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canada sPotlight
in canada, 2013 saw an
investment oF $6.53
billion into clean energy ranking us seventh among
g20 countries.

uruguay
100% by 2020*

scotland
80% by 2020*

Future targets

norway
68% by 2020*
Finland
38% by 2020*
JaPan
$29 billion
germany
$11 billion

uk
$12 billion

china
$55 billion

austria
48% by 2020*

As of the end of last year, 144 countries had
targets for renewable energy. Here’s who joined
the leadership circle in 2013, and who stepped up
their game.

new 2013 clean energy targets:
azerbaiJan, bhutan, kazakhstan, kenya,
Qatar, russia
strengthened 2013 targets:
caribbean community, chile, china,
egyPt, india, libya, Portugal, saudi
arabia, thailand, united kingdom,
uruguay, vanuatu
toP 2020 Policy targets*
100%
1. uruguay
80%
2. scotland
68%
3. norway
45%
4. austria
38%
5. Finland
represent the percentage of primary or final energy to
* Targets
be sourced from clean and renewable sources by 2020.

MaP leGend
Countries highlighted denote those with
national clean and renewable energy targets.
Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, International Renewable Energy Agency, Pew Research, Renewable Energy Policy Network for the 21st Century. Total new investment
calculations include biofuels, geothermal, marine, small hydro, solar, and wind, but exclude large hydro.

how much is renewable energy growing?
Answer: A lot. While hydro holds steady, in recent years wind and solar have climbed the charts
and are now stepping up their role in the global clean-energy mix.
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canada sPotlight
since 2000, new wind turbines
have contributed to more than
halF oF the total increase in
renewable energy caPacity
in canada—most oF them in
Quebec and ontario.

lived or worked at a ProPerty with
solar Panels at the end oF 2013

Sources: Alberta Electric System Operator, Bloomberg New Energy Finance, Clean Energy Council, Renewable Energy Policy Network for the 21st Century, U.S. Department of Energy, U.S. Energy Information Administration, World Wind Energy Association.
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“the shiFt to a cleaner energy
economy won’t haPPen
overnight, and it will reQuire
tough choices along the way.
but the debate is settled. climate
change is a Fact. and when our
children’s children look us in
the eye and ask iF we did all we
could to leave them a saFer,
more stable world, with new
sources oF energy, i want us to
be able to say, ‘yes, we did.’”
-President barack obama, February 2014

since President obama took
oFFice, the united states
has increased its solar
generation more than tenFold
and triPled electricity
Production From wind.

more than halF oF u.s. states
have renewable PortFolio
standards, mandating that
sPeciFic amounts oF clean
electricity be consumed each
year.

in 2013, solar Panels Provided
about a Quarter oF new u.s.
Power generation caPacity—
second only to natural gas.

the new “business as usual”
Fortune 500 Firms and Investors of All Stripes Are Getting In On the Action
The International Energy Agency has called for the mobilization of $36 trillion in clean energy investments by
2050 to avoid the threat of serious climate disruption. It’s just 35 percent more than what the world will invest
anyway in energy infrastructure by 2050, and a recent analysis suggests that the public-health costs saved from
reduced fossil fuel combustion would more than make up for the difference. We’re not even close to that, but
here are three promising pathways:

canada sPotlight
in 2013, three green bond
issuances For ontario and
Quebec wind and solar
Farms totalled cad$855
million.

crowdFinancing: oPPortunities
For everyone

green bonds Funding
clean energy

money on the move: divestment
and the Fossil Free index

A number of companies are following in the
footsteps of Mosaic (joinmosaic.com), which since
2011 has mobilized $8.5 million in individual
investments for solar projects. In the U.K., Trillion
Fund (trillionfund.com) and Abundance Generation
(abundancegeneration.com)—are underwriting wind
and solar farms via individual investors who make
modest investments and see returns in the range of
four to seven percent. SolarCity, a leading U.S. provider
of solar energy systems to homes and businesses,
plans to offer individual investments over the internet
later this year. The concept is coming soon to Canada
with the upcoming launch of CoPower (copower.me).

The global bond market is an $80 trillion concern, and
the Climate Bonds Initiative (climatebonds.net) seeks
to mobilize it to advance clean energy and low-carbon
solutions. Last year, the organization tracked $41
billion in bonds targeting clean energy investment
and attributed a further $263 billion to low-carbon
transportation investments.

A growing chorus of leaders are calling on
foundations, universities, pension funds, churches,
and other institutions to divest from fossil fuel
companies—and the markets are responding with
options.

“this is ‘crowd’ with a caPital ‘c’. crowd
isn’t a niche thing. it’s everything but
that toP handFul oF institutions.”

Bonds are particularly suited to providing capital for
the long-term infrastructure required to build a lowcarbon, climate-resilient economy. The extra upfront
investments are often balanced by much lower
operating costs, making the instruments a good fit.
From 2012 to 2013, the universe of climate-themed
bonds grew from $174 to $346 billion.

–tim newell, vice-President, solarcity
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This past spring, FTSE Group, the global index provider,
launched the FTSE Developed ex Fossil Fuels Index
Series. Created with the Natural Resources Defense
Council and BlackRock, the world’s largest asset
manager, the series consists of a set of benchmark
indices that exclude companies that explore, own
or extract carbon-based fossil fuel reserves. It is an
example of post-carbon investing moving squarely
into the mainstream.

big brands steP uP
Sixty percent of Fortune 100 firms now have goals for renewable energy
sourcing and/or greenhouse gas reductions. Fifty-three of those companies
have collectively decreased their annual CO2 emissions by about 58 million
metric tonnes—the equivalent of taking 15 million vehicles off the roads.
Power-thirsty internet firms are also leading the way. Here are a few standouts.

The search giant has invested more than $1 billion
to date in 15 renewable energy projects, and
now powers 34 percent of its data centres with
renewable energy.

To save $1 billion per year, the big-box goliath aims
to be powered by 100 percent renewable energy by
2020. The company already has 335 clean energy
projects up and running, supplying almost 25
percent of its energy needs.

In 2013 Apple said it would work to power 100
percent of its facilities with renewable energy. Its
iCloud service has already reached that target and
it is actively targeting areas rich in clean energy
resources to site infrastructure.

Within three years, IKEA expects to meet 70
percent of its electricity demand from its own
renewable energy plants—and 100 percent by
2020.

Starbucks is on track for its goal of purchasing
renewable energy equivalent to 100 percent of the
electricity used in its stores by 2015.

In 2011, everyone’s favourite social network
pledged to move toward 100 percent renewable
energy. The company located a new data centre in
Iowa, where a utility invested nearly $2 billion in
wind turbines to close the deal.

Sources: Ceres, Calvert Investments, Coronet, Greenpeace International, Sustainable Prosperity, World Wildlife Fund and David Gardiner & Associates.

Political leadershiP making a better Future
How and Where Good Policy is Reducing Pollution and Spurring Renewables

canada sPotlight
b.c.’s carbon tax has
lowered Fuel consumPtion
16 Percent. meanwhile, the
economy has outPerFormed
the rest oF canada.

More than 25 jurisdictions around the world now internalize the costs of carbon pollution—collectively
representing approximately $33 trillion worth of global GDP and more than one billion people. Meanwhile,
close to 80 economies have instituted policies to phase out fossil-fuel power plants and replace them with
clean alternatives.

carbon Pricing
Carbon Taxes and Emissions Trading Around the World*
It is no longer a question of whether or not economies will internalize the costs of carbon pollution;
it’s a question of when. A growing number of national and subnational governments—including those
shown here—are now using a carbon tax, cap-and-trade program, or similar market-based mechanism
to level the playing field between clean and fossil energy. The energy shift will proceed with or without
a carbon price, but such policies will help accelerate clean innovation—and truly unleash the power of
the market against climate disruption.

canada (three Provinces)

china (six Provinces)

euroPean union

iceland

JaPan

2006, 2007, 2008

2013

2005

2007

2012

kazakhstan

mexico

new zealand

norway

united states (nine states)

2013

2014

2008

1991

2008, 2012

* Carbon taxes and emissions trading schemes around the world, with the year the policy was implemented.
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the winners’ circle

iron in the ground

As of last year, 131 jurisdictions had implemented renewable portfolio
standards, feed in tariffs, or other policies and regulations to mandate or
incent wind, solar, hydro and other clean energy sources.

Developing nations are now rubbing elbows with long-established wind and
solar players, building new clean-generation facilities at a breakneck pace.

albania, algeria, argentina, arizona, armenia, australia [seven
states & territories], austria, bosnia and herzegovina, british
columbia, belgium [three regions], bulgaria, caliFornia, china,
colorado, connecticut, croatia, cyPrus, delaware, denmark,
district oF columbia, dominican rePublic, ecuador, estonia,
Finland, France, germany, ghana, greece, hawaii, honduras,
hungary, illinois, india, indonesia, iowa, iran, ireland, israel,
italy, JaPan, Jordan, kansas, kazakhstan, kenya, kyrgyzstan,
latvia, lithuania, luxembourg, macedonia, maine, malaysia,
maldives, malta, maryland, massachusetts, michigan, minnesota,
missouri, moldova, mongolia, montana, netherlands, nevada, new
brunswick, new hamPshire, new Jersey, new mexico, new york,
newFoundland, nicaragua, nigeria, north carolina, norway, nova
scotia, ohio, ontario, oregon, Pakistan, Palau, Palestine, Panama,
Pennsylvania, Peru, PhiliPPines, Poland, Portugal, Prince edward
island, Quebec, rhode island, romania, rwanda, senegal, serbia,
slovakia, slovenia, south aFrica, south korea, sri lanka, sweden,
switzerland, syria, taJikistan, tanzania, texas, thailand, turkey,
uganda, ukraine, united arab emirates, united kingdom, uruguay,
vermont, vietnam, washington, wisconsin, yukon

PeoPle emPloyed in renewable energy worldwide:

6.5 million
toP Five nations For added clean energy in 2013*
1. china [1]
31 gw
2. JaPan [4]
7.2 gw
3. united states [2]
7 gw
4. germany [3]
6.7 gw
5. india [6]
3.4 gw
*Calculation represents new capacity added in 2013. Number in parentheses denotes country’s
rank in 2012.

largest new clean Power Plants in 2013
Wind enerGy

1.55 gw

alta Wind energy Center,
tepachi Pass, California

=

450,000

=

140,000

ConCentrated Solar

0.38 gw
ivanpah, dry lake,
California

hoMeS PoWered by
reneWable enerGy

hoMeS PoWered by
reneWable enerGy

Sources: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, Bright Source, Database of State Incentives for Renewables & Efficiency, Energy Matters, Renewable Energy Policy for the 21st Century, Renewable Energy Policy Legal, Terra-Gen Power, U.S. Energy Information
Administration, World Bank.

disPatches From the war on Pollution
China is Rapidly Reinventing its Energy System
China isn’t overhauling its energy system to impress
the West. It’s doing so in an effort to head off a
pollution revolution.
As Ethan Zindler of Bloomberg New Energy Finance
recently put it, “When folks can’t leave the house on a
sunny day because the air quality is so poor, then you
have a civil rights issue in your country.”
While we have long been hearing that China has
been installing a new coal plant each week, last year
that changed dramatically when coal’s share of new
generation capacity dropped to 42 percent. For the
first time, China invested more money in new cleanenergy capacity than it did in fossil-fuel based thermal

generation; wind, solar, geothermal, and marine
energy generated 56 percent of new electrons.
The country invested $56.3 billion in clean energy
technologies, the world’s largest investor by a wide
margin.
The big news is solar. China began putting in policies
to boost demand for solar modules—the heart of a
solar panel. This has led to staggering investments. No
country has ever installed more than eight gigawatts
of solar photovoltaics in a single year, Zindler reports.
But last year, China installed nine gigawatts in a
single quarter.

Then there’s wind. Even with a late start in 2007,
China is already the world leader in wind power with
89 GW of capacity. A new wind turbine goes up every
hour. It plans to reach 200 GW of wind capacity by
decade’s end. Compare that with European member
states, who collectively have 115 GW of wind.
Beijing has launched pilot carbon markets in seven
cities and provinces to prepare for the rollout of
a national market later in the decade, expected
sometime between 2017 and 2020.

domestic aviation on the choPPing block
In the past decade, China has built 9,867 km of electrified high speed rail—the system is
now the largest and most popular of its kind in the world. The investment is reducing the
transportation sector’s dependence on imported petroleum. Domestic airlines are reporting a
greater than 20 percent drop in profits.

22,726 km
60% oF chinese
inFrastructure
investment is in high
sPeed rail.

China’s built, under
construction, and planned
high speed rail network.
That’s roughly three times
more than Europe’s current
installed infrastructure.

Sources: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, China Daily, Global Wind Energy Council, International
Hydropower Association, International Union of Railways, Reuters, Statistics Canada, World Bank,
Worldwatch Institute.
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canada sPotlight
between 2001 and 2011, china
increased its imPorts oF
canadian cleantech goods
and services From $20
million to $63 million.

greening the dragon
The world’s biggest polluter is leaving its renewable-energy rivals in the dust.
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“we will declare war
against Pollution and
Fight it with the same
determination we
battled Poverty. we will
change the way energy is
Produced and consumed.”
–li keqiang, Premier of the state
council of china, twelfth national
People’s congress, march 2014

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

number one in wind

number one in solar

China has its sights set on 138
GW of wind by 2020. It has
installed more wind capacity
since 2007 than Germany or the
United States has in 30 years.

China installed 12 GW of solar in
2013. That’s more than any other
country has in a single year. For the
first time, new renewable-power
capacity surpassed new thermal
(coal) capacity.

16% energy intensity
reduction by 2015
This is an effort to decouple
economic growth from energy
consumption in the world’s
second-largest economy.

$300 billion invested*
In 2004, China invested $2 billion
in renewable energy. Last year,
the number was $56 billion.
* Investment calculations from BNEF, excluding
large hydro.

electric vehicles charge ahead
Battery-Powered Mobility Merges into the Mainstream
Plug-in electric vehicles are an increasingly attractive option for individuals and companies interested in
reducing their fuel costs and pollution. A range of vehicles are now widely available, and governments are
implementing policy support to get them into broader circulation. Navigant Research, a leading firm, expects
more than 35 million EVs will be on roads worldwide by 2022.

canada sPotlight
hydro Quebec’s electric
circuit Public ev charging
network invites drivers to
“Fill uP” with renewable
energy at more than 280
locations Province-wide.
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Five ev Facts you should know
1. they’re
increasingly
aFFordable

When one factors in fuel costs, electric vehicles are cost-competitive
with many gasoline-engine vehicles. A recent analysis found that
fleet operators could save an average of $16,000 over seven years by
switching to EVs. Even without incentives, the average savings would
pencil out to more than $10,000.

2. batteries are
getting cheaPer

The costs of lithium-ion cells have dropped roughly eight percent for
each of the past 20 years. In other words, every eight years, battery
prices drop by half. Plus, Tesla is building a factory—to open in
2020—that will produce on one site as many lithium-ion batteries as
the entire world does today. Expect a solar-panel-style price plunge
to follow.

3. there are
Plenty oF Places
to Plug in

Governments know that range anxiety remains a lead barrier to
EV adoption, and are responding by investing in public charging
stations. According to a recent report, worldwide sales of chargers
are expected to grow in numbers from around 442,000 units in 2013,
to a massive 4.3 million in 2022.

4. recharging
is a snaP

While gas cars can be refuelled faster than EVs can be recharged,
electrics can be topped up overnight, and during the day while
their owners work, learn, or shop. Tesla’s super-fast chargers only
work with Tesla vehicles, so far, but since the company released its
patents, Nissan and BMW have entered into discussions to adopt the
technology.

5. they’ll get
me where i need
to go

The data shows that 95 percent of motorists drive no farther than 58
km in cities and 77 km in rural areas. EVs will take you between 100
and 426 km on a single charge. Drivers just need to remember to
treat their car like their phone—and plug it in at bedtime.

make it so
tesla motors ceo elon musk
is our global innovator oF the year
He’s a blend of Steve Jobs design perfectionism
and Henry Ford business savvy, with a dash of Gene
Roddenberry prescience. Tesla Motors CEO Elon
Musk, who is also the chair of SolarCity—the largest
firm in the business of bolting panels on U.S. homes
and businesses—is perhaps the most influential and
disruptive business figure on the global clean energy
scene. His company’s all-electric Model S sedan earned
the highest score Consumer Reports ever awarded, a
five-star crash-test rating, and a Car of the Year trophy
from Motor Trend. And like a 21st century Henry Ford,
he’s embracing vertical supply-chain integration,
building a colossal Gigafactory that will supply his
assembly plants with lithium-ion batteries. Meanwhile,
under his direction, SolarCity will build the largest solar
panel assembly plant in the United States. Oh, did we
mention he builds rockets, too?

Elon Musk, CEO Tesla Motors
Sources: Hydro Quebec, IHS Research, Navigant Research, Plug in B.C., Plug’n Drive, Solar Journey USA

the great grid shakeuP
Microgrids Invite Neighbourhoods to Grab Control of Their Electrons
When used in combination, rooftop solar panels,
power storage packs, electric vehicles, smart
meters, and related equipment can make cities
and neighbourhoods more resilient and efficient. In
the United States and elsewhere, universities and
communities are knitting these local power generation
and storage assets together to create microgrids—
semi-autonomous neighbourhood electricity nodes.

Microgrids allow businesses, homes, and schools in a
given district to share power and resources as needed
to help reduce peak loads—such as a surge in air
conditioning during a heat wave—or keep the lights
on for essential services during a blackout caused by
severe weather, such as an ice storm. Though there
are few microgrids in Canada, in the United States,
microgrid capacity stands at 1,051 megawatts and is

expected to reach approximately 1,843 megawatts by
the end of 2017.
Though legal and social barriers are keeping the
microgrid as more of a concept than a reality in
Canada, all the technologies exist to deliver on its
promise. Here’s how they would work.

anatomy oF a microgrid

transmission
lines

electric
vehicles
oFFice
with
rooFtoP
solar

battery
smart
meter

eFFicient
home with
rooFtoP solar

smart
switch

neighbourhood ev Fleet

domestic Power Plant

the smart switch

A neighbourhood car-sharing lot would serve as
a giant collective battery, ready to supply the
microgrid when needed to offset peak loads
and reduce the need for redundant transmission
cables. This in turn reduces system costs and
keeps rates down for customers.

When power needs are low—for example during
the day when nobody is home—rooftop solar
panels could top up in-home battery packs, such
as those made by Tesla Motors. A microgrid could
access those packs as needed, sharing the power
with neighbours during an outage.

There’s no “central command centre” in a
microgrid. Instead, intelligent and semiautonomous switching components would
monitor an area’s immediate needs and
available resources, and move power when and
where it is needed.
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solar’s Price Plunge
Since 2008, wholesale solar module prices have dropped more than
83 percent—opening up new global markets and new applications.

83%

Price droP
in 5 years

$5 / watt
in 1990

$4 / watt
in 2008

$0.69 / watt
in 2013

Sources: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, Greentech Media Research, International Energy Agency, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, REC Agents Association, Rocky
Mountain Institute, Solamon Energy.

ROOFTOP
REVOLUTION
Solar photovoltaic panels aren’t just for movie
stars anymore. In the United States, Australia, and
elsewhere, homeowners, business owners, and whole
communities are taking advantage of plunging
prices (see chart at left) to deploy panels en masse—
lowering costs and boosting energy independence. In
the United States, a rooftop solar system energizes
every four minutes. Down Under, such setups now
account for five percent of Australia’s total electricity
capacity, and in developing economies like India, solar
is allowing communities to leapfrog the centralized
utility model entirely.
Grid parity, where the cost of rooftop solar with
battery storage is less than or equal to rates charged
by utilities, is being realized across a wide range of
markets. The United States has achieved parity in
the southwest and will hit that benchmark across
the board within the next 30 years. In many parts of
the world, rooftop solar is already hollowing out the
business model of once-mighty centralized fossil-based
utilities. Draw a dotted line and the trend is clear: Big
Power is out, small solar is in.

Rooftop solar installation

bringing the energy revolution home
What Canada Needs to Do to Up its Game on the Global Scene
As this document has shown, the global clean-energy opportunity is growing, but Canada is largely looking the
other way. While other economies have made clean-energy technologies and services a trade priority, some of
us cling to the notion that our carbon-based fuels constitute our only competitive advantage. Here are three
things we could be doing to up our game.

1

Join the international
renewable energy agency

The International Renewable Energy Agency
is an intergovernmental organization that
supports countries in their transition to a more
sustainable energy future. At the moment, 131
nations are members, including the United
States, China, Australia, and many other of our
priority trading partners. Canada is not among
them.
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2

meaningFully ParticiPate in
the clean energy ministerial

The Clean Energy Ministerial is the only annual
international meeting of cabinet-level energy
leaders that exclusively focuses on clean energy.
Leaders compare notes on solar and wind
adoption, EV charging, smart grids, and more.
While other nations send their top people,
Ottawa has made a habit of sending mid-level
officials.

3

Play a constructive role in
the Paris 2015 climate talks

The next global climate deal will effectively drive
the global clean-energy transition. Nations with
a record of leadership will have the credibility
to shape the talks and win a strong outcome.
Before negotiations get underway, Canada
needs to be able to show far more progress
towards its current climate target, and have
made an ambitious national offer for the new
deal. We can’t afford to be on the outside, or
offside.

canadian success stories
Though Canada could be doing much more to take advantage of the growing
global clean-energy market —particularly at the federal level—policy leadership
in provinces such as Ontario and Quebec has in recent years effectively lifted our
standings in several key rankings. Here’s the good news to leave you with:

Thanks to strong growth in Ontario’s
marketplace, Canada moved up from 12th
to a respectable seventh place in the 2013
Who’s Winning the Clean Energy Race?
survey published by Pew Charitable Trusts
and Bloomberg New Energy Finance.

In 2013, Canada was the second-fastest
growing clean-energy market in the G20 with
a 45 percent increase in investment to $6.5
billion. Investment in the wind sector grew
by more than 40 percent, to $3.6 billion, and
Canada’s solar sector also spiked, hitting
$2.5 billion in investment—
almost 50 percent more than in 2012.

In its most recent Renewable Energy
Country Attractiveness Index, a global
quarterly publication that ranks 40
countries on the attractiveness of their
renewable energy investment and
deployment opportunities, Ernst & Young
boosted Canada into a top-five ranking.

The 150-tonne “Spirit of the Sea” DeltaStream 400 kW tidal-energy generator will enter demonstration service this fall off the coast of Wales. Plans are underway for a 10 MW array of nine DeltaStream generators that would together power 10,000 homes.
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